Message

With technology and ideas that go one step ahead, we keep on delivering innovative solutions to our clients to ensure their maximum satisfaction.

Representative Director and President
Yukitaka Chiba

We are now facing changes that we have never experienced before, such as global warming, a declining birthrate and aging population resulting in the decrease of the working population in Japan, the exponential progress of digitalization, and the unprecedented outbreak and incessant spread of the COVID-19. In the midst of these great changes, Nippon Steel Engineering Group is committed to sincerely considering what we can do and what kind of value we can create as an integrated provider of engineering and construction solutions. In addition to the OHL and CPP I (this Park Agreement), our mission shall be to build social and industrial infrastructures that are safe, secure, and sustainable.

As an engineering company with roots in steelmaking technology development, we will keep on delivering optimal solutions for our clients with our three strategic business sectors: Environment & Energy Solutions, Building & Infrastructure and Small Parts.
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Our Mission
Leveraging technologies and ideas that go one step ahead, we will provide optimal engineering solutions to our clients so that we can contribute to the development of global society and industries.
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